
Quote written in emoji



Assignment 

to begin the year we are going to create our own Emoticon and illustrate a phrase.  What's better than an emoji to introduce a class that is all about communicating 

using images and text.  

REquirements 
● The final project must consist and only sleep out the phrase using emojis
● Have at least one original emoji
● Phrase must consist of at least 4 emojis at the end.

step one:
Choose a common phrase.

Step two:
Brainstorm how you can break down the phrase in parts. 

step three
start to college or draw each part of the phrase as a original emoji and emoticon

Step four:
Arrange your symbols in order. 
https://play.howstuffworks.com/quiz/can-you-decode-these-sentences-made-with-emoji
 



After you choose a phrase begin by making at least on 
part of it as an original emoji

Open photoshop and create a 
new letter sized file



To create 
most of these 
emoji we will 
creating and 
then 
rearranging 
shapes to 
make up the 
emoji cartoon 
look

Choose and 
pull a shape



In properties 
window adjust 
the color and 
choose the 
gradient



Once you have taken care of 
the color 

Right click on the layer< 
blending option



Add the 
bevel and 
emboss 
option along 
with the 
contour



Continue to make 
shapes and 
arrange them 
around to create 
your overall emoji

I’m making a bee 
emoji so i’m 
adding rectangles 
as stripes that i will 
clipping mask into 
the circle base



Continue to add 
shapes

I’m adding 
another oval for 
the eye



As you continue 
to collage your 
shapes make 
sure you are still 
coloring and 
gradienting each 
shape



Also 
make 
sure each 
shape has 
the 
emboss 
and 
contour  
effect in 
the layer 
blending 
options



Right Click> 
Duplicate 
layer





If you need to 
customize a 
shape 
choose the 
direct 
selection tool 
and click and 
drag the 
anchor point 
on the shape





To move and 
scale things 

edit> free 
transform









Once you are 
done toggle off 
the background 
layer 



edit> save 
as

Save as a 
png



Ok go find your 
other emojis 

Hint- find ones with 
transparent 
backgrounds or 
you need to open 
each on in 
photoshop, delete 
the background, 
and then save it 
again as a png



Once you have all your 
emojis as a png  

Create a new file in 
photoshop



Now we are going to place 
in the png files

File> place linked



Ok place in all your emojis 
and arrange them in order

Then choose the 
background layer

And choose the gradient 
tool



Choose the 
gradient you 
want for the 
background 



Click and drag 
to make the 
gradient on the 
background


